DISCOVER A
NEW PATH

CanyonEncino.com
1-818-464-5405

THE CANYON at ENCINO

WHERE YOUR
JOURNEY BEGINS
Located just northwest of the bustling
heart of Los Angeles, The Canyon at
Encino caters to the unique needs of
this fast-paced Southern California
community with its convenient and
comprehensive outpatient center. We
provide integrated treatment and recovery
support targeted specifically to individuals
with co-occurring addiction and mental
health concerns, serving patients both
locally and nationwide.
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RECOVERY YOUR WAY
From free, confidential assessments
to consulting psychiatry services, The
Canyon at Encino seeks to meet each
individual right where they are, creating
a personalized plan to help them move
forward in health. Offering specialty
groups, flexible scheduling and a variety
of programming, we offer supportive
therapy for all walks of life, allowing
patients to experience care customized to
address their specific needs.
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TREATMENT YOU CAN TRUST

WHAT TO EXPECT

At The Canyon at Encino, we want to
take the guesswork out of your recovery
path decisions. With time-tested results,
we are dedicated to helping patients
choose treatment they can trust. We
provide evidence-based, integrated
treatment that addresses both addiction
and co-occurring mental health issues,
and research shows that our method of
treating the whole person provides the
best chance of long-term recovery.

Our caring team walks with patients
using a stages-of-change approach
and offers specialty and process
groups to meet the needs of a diverse
population. Programming such as anger
management sessions, life-skills training,
vocational counseling, educational
assistance, sobriety management and
secondary help for eating disorders
equip patients with the healthy new tools
necessary for beginning a renewed life in
recovery.
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OUR TEAM

THE FRN DIFFERENCE

Our staff consists of licensed master’s
level therapists with expertise in treating
addiction and associated psychological
problems. With a steady commitment to
patient-centered care, the staff at The
Canyon at Encino ensures a comfortable
and motivational treatment experience.
Guiding patients through every step of the
treatment process, our compassionate
staff can be trusted to empower
individuals to become their best selves.

The Canyon at Encino is part of
Foundations Recovery Network. Our
programs have been cited as the “gold
standard” in the behavioral health
industry, classified in the top five percent
of treatment programs according to
the Dartmouth Psychiatric Research
Center. FRN provides a full scope of
services and levels of care for those
in need of treatment. Find out more at
FoundationsRecoveryNetwork.com.
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